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Nautical
Nissan:
Maintenance truck
found in bottom of pond
BY JESS MITCHELL

Easter Sunday: A strange and
unlikely time for a felonious "joy ride"
that would come to a splashing halt in
Bellarmine pond.
Around 9 p.m. that night, a student reported headlights coming from
the water of the pond, located near the
Barlow Road entrance.
Public Safety arrived at the pond
across from the Dolan School of
Business at the same time as Fairfield
Police.
A quarter-ton 1991 Nissan pickup
truck, one of 38 maintenance trucks
on campus, was found submerged in
the water.
"The truck was pretty well
drowned and water was sucked into
the engine," said Ted Hunyadi, director of operations on campus.
Hunyadi called the incident "suspicious" and said the truck, which had
70,000 miles on it, was totaled.
All gates on campus were locked
over Easter weekend, excluding the
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Lynne McDonald/The Mirror

Cleanup, cleanup, everybody everywhere: Grace Duy '10, above left, and Sarah Bolt '10, above right, help to water seal a wooden
playground at Sterling House in Stratford, Conn., along with other Fairfield volunteers. Their efforts were part of Hunger Cleanup,
which celebrated its 20th anniversary this year and has raised nearly $10,000. Hunger Cleanup's goal is to try to end hunger and
homelessness in America. Fairfield students were sent to a variety of local locations including AmeriCare, the Caroline House, the Salvation Army and Mohonk Children's Home, which has been a site for each of the past 20 years. Nearly 500 students participated and
local organizations, such as Subway, A&S and Mike's Pizza, donated food for the volunteers. Hunger Cleanup is taking donations until
the end of April in hopes of reaching its goal of raising $10,000. See the full story on p 2.

Breaking down the FUSA budget
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

As FUSA continues to pimp pumpkins,
bring in Ludacris, and create street signs,
one question often comes to mind: Who
foots the bill?
When mid-April rolls around, FUSA
officials gear up for yet another budget approval session. The
budget was overseen
this year by two-term
FUSA Treasury secretary Tim Dee '08.
"The budget does
play a large role in the
operations of FUSA,
mostly with programming," said Dee.
DEE
A total of 69 percent of the budget is
allocated to FUSA event programming.
The $263,500 that the FUSA budget
holds is funded by the $85 student fee that
is a component of the student tuition.

In the 2007-2008 budget, FUSA deDee said that the FUSA budget is
negotiated between the incoming FUSA voted $69,000 to special events, with an
president and the incoming secretary of the additional $33,000 going toward major
treasury, positions now held by Jeff Seiser
SEE "FUSA" ON p. 6
'10 and Nicole Barone '09, respectively.
Seiser said he "needs to
sit with the executive board
and see where the money has
gone."
He said he has a general
understanding about what the
money was used for, but
wants to see specifics to determine whether any part of
the organization should have a
greater allocation of funds.
Dee explained the process of budget allocation.
"I look at the expenses
of FUSA for the previous
three years and look at any
other organizations that have
been spending their money
Photo Illustration by Rob Fitzgerald
wisely and could use a budget Cash, money: Last year's budget played a large role in
increase," said Dee.
FUSA's operations; next year's will be announced soon.
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Peter Caty/The Mirror

Riding dirty: A Fairfield maintenance
truck was discovered on Easter Sunday submerged in the Dolan School of
Business pond.
main entrance and, according to
Hunyadi, the truck was parked in the
Maintenance Complex located next to
the Pepsico Theater since it was last
used on Thursday afternoon.
"Anybody could've gotten into
the maintenance yard," he said. "I
don't think it could've been a student."
Public Safety officer Mike Lauzon said the incident is still under
investigation, but said that someone
probably went into the maintenance
yard, found the vehicle unlocked,
then started it up and went for a
"joyride."
The keys were in the ignition
when Fairfield Fire Department pulled
the truck out of the water, however
no one was "supposed" to be driving the truck that night, according to
Lauzon.
Divers from the police and fire
SEE "MAINTENANCE" ON P.
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Hunger Cleanup:
A service success once again
BY SARA QUIGLEY

Happy 20th anniversary Hunger Cleanup!
Almost 500 students packed the lower level of the
Barone Campus Center at 9 a.m. Saturday, fueling up on
bagels and donuts as they waited to be sent to their Hunger
Cleanup work sites.
Groups were comprised of students from a variety of
organizations around campus, including Circle K, Student
Alumni Association (SAA), the Orientation Board, FUSA
and sports teams, to name a few.
Volunteers were sent to approximately 35 different sites
in the area where they performed a number of tasks, such as
painting, cleaning and yard work. They then reconvened at
the Levee for pizza, sandwiches, Chinese food and dessert,
all donated by venues around town.
"The Hunger Cleanup is a project of the National
Student Campaign Against Hunger and Homelessness,"
according to the project's Web site. "The National Student

by Elyse Raby/

Cause to cleanup: Left: The 2008 Hunger Cleanup Board celebrate
a successful day. Right: James Barry '09 and Kim Petrone '09 pick up
trash at the Alpha Community Center.

Campaign Against Hunger and Homelessness is committed
to ending hunger and homelessness in America by educating and engaging students to directly meet individuals'
immediate needs, while advocating for long-term systemic
solutions."
It is not surprising that volunteer wprk is one of the
few things that would get so many Fairfield students up and
congregated by 9 a.m. on a Saturday, based on Fairfield's
history with Hunger Cleanup.
During the past 20 years of the University's affiliation
with the event, the efforts of Fairfield's Hunger Cleanup
has been "recognized by the sponsoring Campaign Against
Hunger and Homelessness eight times as the Gold Medal
Outstanding Campaign in the country against competing
schools — once as the Silver Medal recipient, twice for
most participants," Carolyn Rusiackas, co-adviser for 20th
Annual Hunger Cleanup and associate University chaplain,
told The Mirror.
Among the volunteers was alumnus Max O'Meara

'53, who participated with his two grandchildren, and two
former Hunger Cleanup chairs, Meghan Flanagan '05 and
Richie Gruffi '03.
The phrase "20 for 20" was the slogan for this year's
event, a reflection of the hope that all volunteers would raise
$20 for the 20th anniversary.
Former board, members and participants donated from as
far away as Illinois and Puerto Rico, according to Rusiackas,
and while the goal is to raise $10,000, an overwhelming
$9,436.69 has been raised so far; donations will continue
to be accepted throughout the month of April.
"We anticipate and are optimistic that our goal of
$10,000 can and will be reached," said Rusiackas.
According to Meghan Shea '08, chair of the 20th Annual Hunger Cleanup, money is going to agencies based in
Fairfield and Bridgeport that deal with hunger and homelessness. The Restavex foundation, whose founder Jean-Robert
Cadet spoke at Fairfield in March, funds the education of
Haitian slave children; it will receive a donation as well.

Nearly 500 students volunteered on Saturday to lend a helping hand for
this year's 20th annual Hunger Cleanup. Students were sent to approximately 35 different sites in local areas.
Above, left: This year's Hunger Cleanup Board member, Dan O'Neill '09,
left, and James Barry '09 removing debris from the Alpha Community
Center.
Above, right: Mallarie Ennis '08, Hannah Martin '08, Lynne McDonald '08
and Stacey Molski '08, water seal a playground at the Sterling House in
Bridgeport.
Bottom: After painting a basement at St. Anne's Church in Bridgeport,
Orientation Board members Christina Hill '11, Kevin Donovan '09, Katie
Merz '11 and Kat Barnet '10 enjoyed a bite to eat at the Levee.
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Vagina Warriors fight for sex equality
"Feminism is equality between men
and women," she said. 'This group has a
commitment to collective action in order to
achieve that equality."
Banahan said she got the name of the
group from "The Vagina Monologues," a
traveling theater troop that performed at
Fairfield three years ago.

physical discrimination and violence against
women," she said. "Our aim is to inform
Despite its unorthodox name, a new
students it [inequality between the genders]
feminist group on campus called the Vagina
is still a large problem facing us today."
Warriors is taking aim at a serious issue of
In general, many Fairfield students
attaining complete equality between the
seem to hold the opinion that gender ingenders.
equality on campus isn't a significant issue,
The program, led by professors Jocelyn
but agree with the idea of a student-based
Boryczka and Rose Rofeminist organization.
drigues, was designed to
"I think Fairfield does
raise awareness on cama pretty good job of doing
pus of gender inequality
equal things for men and
problems affecting the
women," said Zach Tesoricountry today.
ero '11. "I attended a couple
"The group's plan
of Project Peg events and
is to engage students
believe it is a good cause."
around campus," said
"I think this club will
Boryczka. "We intend
be about as effective as
to hold different events,
any other club on campus,"
including open mic
said Jason Meneses '11. "I
night, in order to comthink they might find a stumunicate our message
dent following, but I don't
to the campus comknow how effective they
munity."
will be."
The idea for the
Banahan said that she
Vagina Warriors was
has not come across any
originally created by
extra difficulties" while startKatie McCarthy;
Cristina Banahan '11.
ing the group because of the
Fighting for females: Cristina Banahan '11, president of the Vagina Warriors, and
Her search for advis- Felix Coronado '11, treasurer of the Vagina Warriors, plan events for their newly
nature of the organization;
ers and faculty mem- started feminist group on campus.
she said it is important to
bers who saw things
finally have a student-based
the same way she did ended with Boryczka
With regards to the group's name, Bana- feminist voice on campus.
and Rodrigues.
han said the reaction has been mixed.
"People have so many preconceived
"I talked to a few professors from the
"I have heard the good, the bad and the notions of the word 'feminism' that aren't
women's studies department," said Banahan, ugly comments on our name," said Banahan. true," she said. "We're not bra burners trying
an Italian major who came to Fairfield from "Some people love it, some people hate it to start a lesbian frenzy. We are women who
San Juan, Puerto Rico. "I sent an e-mail to and some people are just happy that we are are striving to achieve gender equality."
Boryczka, and I really felt that we were on an organization."
"People will always find something
the same page."
Banahan said the group is about 15-20 bad about any institution," said Boris RoBoryczka, a politics professor and members strong and is working hard to manovsky '10. "Being an athlete, I think
self-declared feminist, said she takes a very organize meetings, events and activities to the school does a good job giving equal
"hands-off" approach with the club, but promote their message of awareness.
attention to women in that department and
shares with them a common goal.
"Today there is still both mental and everywhere else on campus."
BY JOE CARRETTA

IN THE KNOW
News briefs
BY KERI HARRISON

FAIRFIELD
University offers full ride to
needy Bridgeport students
During the upcoming academic year, all high
school students with annual family incomes under
$50,000 who graduate from
schools located in the city of
Bridgeport will qualify for a
full-tuition scholarship.
The plan applies to the
following seven high schools
in Bridgeport: Bassick, Harding, Central, Bullard-Havens,
Kolbe Cathedral, Bridge
Academy and Bridgeport
International Academy.
Look for the full story
in next week's Mirror and
■commentary about it in this
week's editorial on p. 7.
Evacuation drill
conducted on campus
All University members
received an e-mail at the
jbeginning of the week from
Public Safety, informing
them that an evacuation drill
of an academic building was
^scheduled to take place on
IWednesday, April 2. Public
Safety was scheduled to
conduct the drill along with
the Fairfield police and fire
^departments.
According to. Todd

Pelazza, director of Public;
Safety, the drill is to ensure;
the safety of the University
community in the case of
an emergency by making it;
known to faculty, staff and;
students what their expecta-;
tions are in the event of an;
emergency.
;

INTERNATI0NA1 j
Muslims surpass Catho- ;
lies in percentage of world;
population
A Vatican official announced on Sunday that;
Islam has surpassed Roman;
Catholicism to become the;
new world religion, accord-;
ing to a report by Reuters. ;
According to a newly;
released report, Catholics;
make up 17.4 percent of the;
world's population while
19.2 percent of the world's;
population is Muslim.
;
However, Msgr. Vittorio;
Formenti, director of the;
Vatican's statistical service,;
noted that 33 percent of the;
world's population is com-;
prised of Christians, after
taking into account all Or-;
thodox churches, Anglicans;
and Protestants.
;
A reason for the in-j
crease in Muslims in the;
world population can be;
accounted for by the higher
birth rates in comparison to;
Catholics.
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By the
numbers
BY JACK MCNAMARA

437
Number of non-white students at
Fairfield

195
Nations in the world

38
Years since women were admitted into
Fairfield University

15
Countries' flags hanging in the BCC

13.2
Percent of non-white students at
Fairfield

Number of races you can view
yourself as in the human race
machine

Weeks until the 2008-2009 staff takes
over at The Mirror

Number of black males in the current
junior class

Survey represents Tairfield's greenest1
to participate in pro-environmental
activities, such as buying recycled
paper or environmentally friendly
lightbulbs.
More than two-thirds of underConversely, students who said
graduate students have never parthey regularly watched TV were less
ticipated in environmental awareness
likely to partake in these pro-environactivities on campus, according to the
ment activities.
first environmental survey conducted
As a graduate student,
at Fairfield.
Shanahan
studied how regThe survey, which inular TV watchers tend to
vited all undergraduate stuonly value issues that are
dents to answer questions
regularly discussed on teleabout their environmental
vision, which he said does
behaviors and ideologies,
not include environmental
found that the majority of
issues.
students who responded fail
"If something is not
to bring about change by
portrayed in TV, heavy
recycling or buying environviewers are going to be
mentally friendly goods.
less concerned about it,"
However, 13 percent
he said.
ranked the environment as
According to the surthe "most important issue tovey,
students receive most
day," a number that is twice
Tom Geary/ The Mirror
of
their
information refriendly
Bag
it
up
One
way
students
can
lead
a
more
eco
the national average.
by
using
cloth
bags
to
carry
groceries.
lifestyle
is
garding
the
environment
Communications profrom,
in
order,
the Internet,
fessor James Shanahan, coShanahan explained that the professors and newspapers.
creator of the survey, said this number
Shanahan said he was pleased
surprised him, leading him to believe number of people who participated
that those who responded are more in environmentally friendly actions to hear that professors are a major
decreased as the action required source of environmental information
conscious of the environment.
"For me, this is a representation of more time and energy. For example, and news.
"The interesting thing about that
more students said they recycled than
Fairfield's greenest," said Shanahan.
However, many more students bought locally grown goods because is how much professors influence the
ranked the war in Iraq/Afghanistan recycling is a much easier activity to respondents on environmental issues,"
he said. "It gives us something to think
and the economy as more important complete.
Being part of a pro-environment about in moving ahead in terms of the
issues.
"Even in a year like this where activity on campus proved to be one environment."
Shanahan collaborated with
there is a big wave of environmental behavior most students did not parJames
Simon, director of the English
ticipate
in,
although
59
percent
were
awareness, hot button issues like the
department,
and two environmental
war will always be considered more aware of the University's Student Enclasses to design the survey.
vironmental Association (SEA).
important," he said.
Both classes will be using the
The study also found that students
About 7 percent of all undergraduate students responded, and there who read newspapers and identified survey to explore environmental idewas a potential 6.17 sampling error. themselves as liberal were more likely ologies on campus.

BY LILY NORTON

The respondents included roughly an
equal representation of grade levels
and reflected the different academic
disciplines of the University.
Many of the questions on the survey asked specifically about environmental behaviors, such as recycling or
conserving electrical energy.
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Campus crime beat:
Damage, drugs, disappearing items
BY KERI HARRISON

Thursday, March 27
3:46 p.m. Damage to a car parked in the
Bannow parking lot was reported. One of the
headlights was smashed.
7:58 p.m. A narcotics violation resulted in
an arrest at the townhouses.
Saturday, March 29
2:41 a.m. Two burglaries were reported
in Campion Hall. There was no forced entry.
All students are urged to lock their doors when
they leave their rooms. The cases are under
investigation.

2:40 p.m. A theft was reported at the
townhouses. The case is currently under
investigation.
Sunday, March 30
12:49 a.m. A student was discovered
with possession of drug paraphernalia. He
was referred to Fairfield Police.
1:45 a.m. There was a report of an
unwanted guest. The guest was escorted off
campus.
2:42 a.m. An officer observed a suspicious person at the Southwell Gate. The individual ran off campus, onto Winton Road,
before he spotted a Public Safety officer.

Energy drink ingredients spark health concerns
BY BRANDON STEINERT

(U-WIRE)

Sandon said. "The manufacturers of
these somehow claim that it enhances
energy, but the science and evidence
behind it just isn't there. The real answer is we don't know what taurine
does."
According to www.nichd.nih.
gov, taurine is the most abundant free
amino acid in breast milk. No evidence

Effects of Caffeine
Sandon said caffeine is not a
source of energy in itself, but rather
it breaks down fats that can give you
energy. She said fat breakdown will
give a person more energy than carbohydrate breakdown.
The problem with caffeine and
sugar is that they wear off quickly
and can often leave a person more tired than before
the energy drink was consumed, according to a study
done by the Sleep Research
Centre at Loughborough
University.

A plethora of energy drinks lines
the shelves of gas station refrigerators,
most of which promise "high performance," "natural energy" and "betterfor-you energy." Despite claims, the
boost from energy drinks isn't much
more "natural" than what a person could
get from a regular, carbonated beverage like Mountain
Dew.
"Energy drinks are not
much different than a soda,
but with a little bit more caffeine. They're not a healthy
drink by any means," said
Other energy options
Lona Sandon, dietician at
Tony Ahlgrim, dietithe American Dietetics Ascian at Central Kansas
sociation.
Medical Center, suggested
"Mostly they're just
beverages like Gatorade and
loaded with caffeine to
make you feel as though
POWERade to use instead
Photo Illustration by Katie McCarthy
you're energized, but they're Energizing effects: Energy drinks, prevalent among college of typical highly caffeinated
not really providing a health students, may have unintended side effects.
beverages. She said there is
benefit."
a risk of dehydration from
exists, however, that shows taurine has energy drinks, but Gatorade and POWERade don't contain caffeine. Instead,
Mystery ingredients
a benefit to fully grown adults.
Listed along the brim of some of
Without knowing very much they use electrolytes, which deplete
the popular energy drinks are their about taurine, energy-drink manufac- when a person is dehydrated.
Some practices people can do to
scientific-sounding ingredients like turers include it on the side of their
taurine, L-carnitine, ginseng and cans as one of the key ingredients. increase their level of energy is exguarana with no explanation of each But if taurine, the highest concentrated ercise more often, increase intake of
ingredient, is not the primary source dietary fibers and consume less sugar
ingredient's purpose.
"There's not a whole lot of science of energy, the sources left are caffeine and fat based products, and outside of
that, a restful night's sleep.
and research as to what taurine does," and sugar.
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Students: Diversity doesn't mean minorities
schools on the East Coast.
According to collegeboard.com, Fairfield's percentage of
minority students is higher than that of Loyola College and
St. Joseph's University. However, Villanova, Fordham and
Georgetown Universities are far more statistically diverse than
Fairfield, with Georgetown having the highest percentage of
minority students at 28 percent.
But it's not just about numbers, von Arx said in a news
writing class press conference.
"It's a transformation of student culture," he said.

friends from the club will be there," he said. "I'm not going
to learn."
Over the past four years, the minority enrollment at
Coronado sajd that the school-sponsored organizations
Fairfield has doubled and the University, as well as more than a
involved have spent an "outrageous" amount of money on
dozen student groups on campus, have been striving to increase
Diversity Week.
diversity awareness on campus with various programs.
"I think that is why FUSA didn't want to be a part of it," he
The Inter-Residential Housing Association [IRHA] and
said. "I don't think they thought it would be worth the money."
several other cultural clubs planned Diversity Week, a series
Many organizations around campus are making similar
of events scheduled between March 28 and April 4.
efforts to promote this cause, including FUSA.
According to Campus Currents, the program was created
"I think that we are taking initiatives to improve the
to honor the variety of cultures, races, economic
level of diversity but I also think that our concept
backgrounds, genders and sexual orientations repof diversity is keeping minorities together." accordresented by students on campus.
ing to recently elected FUSA Vice President Emily
"Hopefully there is something that everyone
Dragone '09. "When you label it 'diversity,' you
can go to," said Meredith Marquez, assistant directurn people off."
tor of the newly created office of student diversity
Dragone said she also thinks that the student
programs. body should not only focus on minorities, but also
According to Marquez, the goal of Diversity
on students who came here from outside of the inWeek is to mix education about diversity with fun
state region.
activities'so that students will get the chance to learn
Coronado is planning to live in a diversity livabout other cultures and enjoy it.
ing and learning community, part of the new housing
The program will include an Italian-themed
plan, next year. He said that the label "diversity" has
dance, a day of cultural movie viewing, a comedian
created a problem by isolating students.
discussing race issues, an international cooking con"It's all minorities planning on living on the sotest, a wheel of fortune game that will touch upon
cial justice floor since they added the word diversity
GLBT issues and a cultural fiesta.
to it," he said. "There was one white girl who applied
Diversity Week links IRHA programming to the
to live there but she changed her mind."
University's ongoing effort to develop a more diverse
AM Bart/The Mirror
Kristen Edwards' 11 is a black student and said
Embracing difference: Flags from around the world hang in the Barone
and accepting student body.
this school has created a reputation for having few
Diversity initiatives first gained momentum in Campus Center as part of the Diversity Week celebrations.
minorities and that she doesn't know if people are
2005, when University President Fr. Jeffrey von Arx
truly ready to make a change.
"I think the school is trying to make it more diverse, but
included the issue in Fairfield's Strategic Plan.
"Diversity will only improve when students and staff show
When he first came to Fairfield, von Arx said that he saw it's still not as diverse as it could be," said Weronika Pleban that they are fully open to welcoming others," she said.
the percentage of minority students was only 9 percent and '11, who was born in Poland.
In response to criticisms of the program, Marquez said
said that it wasn't acceptable.
"I don't think the emphasis on the diversity programs is that the office of student diversity programs has been try ing to
Through marketing and financial aid reforms, the per- really helpful," she added. "No one seems to care."
bring students and faculty of all different backgrounds together
Felix Coronado' 11 is a minority student and a member of to deal with the issue.
centage of minority students has risen to approximately 18
Alliance who said Diversity Week will be fun but not necespercent.
"We're trying to get across the point that diversity includes
Despite this improvement, Fairfield's diversity statistics sarily effective in educating people.
everyone," Marquez said. "Especially when it comes to social
"I am going to the Alliance Jeopardy event because my justice issues, it has to include everyone not just minorities."
are mediocre when compared to other comparable Jesuit
BY CHRISTINA SPELLMAN
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Maintenance truck 'joyride'
ends at bottom of pond
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

departments went into the pond to make
sure no one was injured and, according to
Lauzon, the situation was resolved by 10
p.m.
"I don't think it was driven [into the
pond]," Lauzon said of the truck, which
may have rolled into the water after it was
started.
Lauzon said there are no plans to block
off the pond; he could not recall a past incident of this nature.
He said that someone who must have
found the keys inside the truck deliberately sent the truck into the pond, but said
Katie McCarthy/rhe Mirror
of accidents like this one, "Anything can Deep waters: The truck was found subhappen."
merged under water in Bellarmine pond.

FUSA ponders next year's budget
CONTINUED FROM P.

Tlic

NEWS

1

concerts and $30,000 toward special events
— the Dogwoods Dance, Presidential Ball
and Siblings Weekend.
Christina Pires '08, the outgoing executive director of programming, said: "I
think the funds were efficiently used. I feel
we used [the money] for what the student
body wanted."
Pires said that the programming director should always make sure there are
funds left in the budget when the events
roll around.

Among several changes from the
2006-07 budget, the 2007-08 budget
included a $1,000 hike in all four class
council budgets, from $5,500 to $6,500.
The leadership development sector also saw a jump of $4,900, most of
which goes to the Camp Jewel leadership
retreat.
In a Senate meeting on Sunday, Seiser
said he plans to use the leadership retreat as
catalyst for next year's new personnel.
"Camp Jewel is always a fantastic
experience," said Seiser. "I expect as many
senators as possible."

Mirror

Snoozing your way to an A
BY ELIZABETH RUND

(U-WIRE)

Pulling an all night study session before
a test might help you remember a few scattered facts, but the sure-fire way to remember
the most is to get a good nights' sleep.
Sleeping is widely considered overrated
by many students, but it is an absolutely
necessary function of the human body. Like
so many other vital functions, the brain also
controls sleep.
The brain is by far the most powerful
organ in the human body. Weighing in at
around three pounds, the brain works faster
than a computer, translating 100 trillion instructions per second.
According to the "Brain Power" episode
of the Discovery Channel show "Human
Body: Pushing the Limits," the brain is most
active at night.
As it begins to get dark, the brain releases a natural "sleeping pill" called melatonin
that makes us feel tired. After falling asleep,
the brain performs a tune up. Brain cells that
have worked all day are shut down for rest
and repair. In some areas of the brain, new
cells are created.
Without this rest and repair system,
the brain would not be able to function
properly.
There are five stages to the sleep cycle. The
cycle usually lasts between 90 and 110 minutes
and is repeated several times each night.
The first stage is a light sleep where a
person can be awakened easily. This is also
the stage that is associated with a sense of
falling and sudejen movements. The second
stage involves brain waves slowing and becoming steadier. The third and fourth stages
are combined to form a deep sleep stage. In
deep sleep, there is no eye or muscle move-

ment. It is very difficult to wake someone
who is in deep sleep.
The last stage is Rapid Eye Movement
or REM sleep. During REM sleep, breathing
becomes more rapid and irregular while the
eyes dart back and forth. It is during REM
sleep that our brain treats us to spectacular
shows called dreams. Nerves and muscles
are temporarily paralyzed so dreams are not
acted out.
Dreams are a type of filing system for the
brain. During the day information is collected
and stored in the temporary memory. It is only
when the body is at rest that the brain can sort
through all of the information.
When a person dreams, he or she will
dream in short bursts lasting only minutes
at a time. The brain sifts through the days'
events and discards useless information and
irrelevant details. Dreams act as a bridge from
temporary memory to permanent memory.
Stephen Laberge, director of the Lucidity
Institute, explained that REM or dream sleep
is when memories are consolidated. He said
that it is clear that students who study and
then sleep do better on tests as opposed to
those who stayed up all night cramming.
Kent State University junior Michelle
Waters, a nursing major, agreed with Laberge:
"I study ahead. When I was a freshman I tried
to do all-nighters and it didn't work," she said.
"I do worse on tests if I don't sleep."
Waters adds that getting more sleep
before a test allows her to remember more
of the material she studied.
Sleep is crucial for memory, as this is
the period when new things are learned.
Since the logic center of the brain is shut off
during sleep, thoughts collide and new ideas
are formed. It is said that Einstein's Theory of
Relativity was influenced by a dream.

Fairfield University
Eating Disorder Treatment Team

Coming Up in FUSA

Provides exceptional coordination of care
for students struggling with eating disorders.
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Bulimia
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Binge eating
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Health care professionals from the Health Center
and Counseling & Psychological Services develop
and oversee an individualized treatment plan and a
range of integrated services.
•

Individual treatment

•

Psychiatric assessments

•

Medication management

•

Monitoring blood work, weights, vital signs

•

Nutrition counseling

•

Community referrals

How to Access Services
If you or someone you know is concerned about a problem
with weight, nutrition, body image, or other eating problem,
please call Counseling & Psychological Services
(203) 254-4000 ext. 2146.
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Helping our neighbors
When Ivy League schools announced plans to grant
free tuition to students whose families make less than
$50,000 a year, the Fairfield community wondered whether
this University would take a similar step — and University
President Fr. Jeffrey von Arx did, just in time for Diversity
Week.
On Monday, von Arx announced an agreement with
Bridgeport's high schools that will allow students whose
families make less than $50,000 a year an opportunity to
attend Fairfield free of tuition costs.
An alumnus of Princeton and Yale, von Arx decided
that Fairfield had to put its own Jesuit spin on the program.
By reducing the line to $50,000 and reaching out to the
school's less-fortunate neighbors, von Arx is inviting a demographic that has.been absent in the University until now.
This is a plan that allows our students to continue as
beacon of learning in Fairfield County. It also provides the
University an opportunity to step in and provide a lifeline
to a city that has experienced declining finances.
Fairfield has continuously provided support to the poor
of Bridgeport, mainly through the volunteer work of students and Jesuits motivated to serve others. Fairfield's service to Bridgeport has become part of the school's identity.
For example, Fairfield's basketball teams call the Arena
at Harbor Yard home, a modern building in a desolate area
of a decaying city. The crew teams also row in a battered
neighborhood along the Housatonic River.
Student activism has also directly helped Bridgeport, as
manifested in the community-based Hunger Cleanup event
and as well as the early learning Head Start Program.
Reaching out to Bridgeport carries out Fairfield's passion for service to a community we are always trying to
aid, and hopefully this will strengthen our connection with
our neighbor.
While the new program will make a difference in
Bridgeport and provides an opportunity to increase campus
diversity, it does raise important questions.
Offering free tuition will be costly for the University. It
may also cause further budget issues that could affect funding of other necessary projects that must be addressed, such
as housing.
In addition, a quarter of the University's students
already come from this income bracket, according to the
press release on the new policy. So, one must wonder if
some of this financial help should be offered to potential
students who are in the same financial position, but hail
from other areas. After all, wouldn't that truly add more
diversity?
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In reference to this issue's p. 3 story "Vagina Warriors fight for sex equality" by Joe Carretta about the new oncampus feminist group, the Vagina Warriors.

A message to 'stick it to them' resonates
one semester from graduation.
Accordingly, we shouldn't have been shocked
The message delivered by Felipe Polanco '01 to see, almost a full month's delay later, a letter
to an audience of senators seemed to sum up the referring these students right back to the same comfrustrations of many student advocates, myself mittee that had just referred them to the dean. This
committee, without the decision-making power of
included.
"Money. The administration's motivation is a dean, could be of no help to Rich and Meehan's
pleas on behalf of the rising senior class.
always money," said Polanco on Sunday night.
The money at the root of releasing students off
During his time at
campus
is easy to see: Another student on campus
Fairfield, administrators made
means another seven or eight thousand dollars of
the controversial decision
housing revenue — triples be damned. Yes, there
to fire the in-house janitoare lots of fixed overhead costs to cover, but planned
rial staff in favor of hiring an
overcrowding is not a long-term solution.
independent contractor. This
This same focus on money appears in many
contractor would then hire
quality-of-life issues for the Fairfield student.
the same fired workers for
What about your woefully outdated StagWeb
lower wages, fewer benefits
account that takes six hours to receive an e-mail? Unand no tuition reimbursement
POLANCO
fortunately, there's no money in the budget for that.
program, which all UniverLooking to use a pull-down machine in the
sity staff receive. Janitors were also not allowed
weight room? The budget has no room for these
to unionize.
This hurtful action appeared to students, in- repairs, either.
I understand that there's a limited amount of
cluding Polanco, to be in direct conflict with Jesuit
ideals and basic human rights, so they organized money in the budget here at Fairfield; spending more
protests. These ranged from letter-writing all the in one area would result in fewer funds for another
way to sit-ins and a hunger strike, all of which^, budget line. In order to stay solvent, the University
lasted over a period of several years. Their actions must closely control both costs and revenues.
The costs the administration should be most
eventually convinced administration to compensate
concerned about, however, aren't housing costs or
the staff fairly..
Though Polanco's experience relates primarily maintenance, but rather labor. As health care and
to the undercutting of wages and benefits for staff by other benefits continue to increase in price, the
previous administrators, the same undertones reso- ever-increasing amount of mid-level bureaucratic
nate through many issues facing students at Fairfield staff and administration throughout the University
today — not just in the administration's motivation, can't be helping the budget, can it?
Though I'll be graduating in only a few weeks,
but also in the methods and tactics students face in
I can't help but take some of Felipe Polanco's mesapproaching these problems.
Polanco told the senators about how, in his ex- sage to heart, as any student advocate should, and
periences, those in power tried to delay students in reiterate it here.
Drastic action, such as Polanco's hunger strike,
their efforts, sending them through hoop after hoop to
simply arrange meetings with those at the top of the may be effective only if all other methods of advoadministration, those who could actually make deci- cacy have been exhausted. Dialogue through letters,
marches and protests are all important steps to bring
sions to affect the change students were seeking.
Administrators would hope, Polanco explained, positive attention to any student issue — to "stick it
that those who were pushing for change would to them," as Polanco put it.
With the OCB issue, the letters have already
graduate and be out of their hair before anything
been written throughout this academic year.
was actually addressed.
The next steps, then, are for the underclassAnd a recent situation has followed suit.
When a group of FUSA senators led by Tim men to decide if they want this issue to continue
Rich '08 and Mike Meehan '08 tried to address the its progress.
As for me and my classmates, we'll be out of
inconsistencies and shortcomings of the OCB lottery in early December by writing a detailed letter the administration's hair in a few short weeks, right
to Dean of Students Tom Pellegrino, they were only according to plan.
BY ROB FITZGERALD
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Letter to the Editor:
Thinking 'inside' the box
To the editor,
For those of you
who took notice, last
week in the middle of
the traffic circle there
was a most curious spectacle as the University
rolled out its most recent
answer to the school's
ongoing housing crisis.
I applaud
the administration for its cardboard housing
— compact,
green and larger
than most triples
— as it looks to
take Fairfield to
the next rung of
higher education.
In reality, last week's
shanty town
of old boxes,
fished from
dumpsters and covered
in plastic bags and duct
tape, was the work of
Students for Social Justice, in conjunction with
Project Peg and a few
other brave souls.
We spent a week
outside, away from the
relative comfort of our
beds as a sign of soli-

darity, with the millions
of individuals in this
country who are homeless and have no other
options.
We spent the week
in a slowly crumbling,
unique living and learning community in our
dramatic attempt to

make a statement, raise
awareness and hopefully
get some of you talking about some of the
greater social forces at
work in our world.
Asides from leaky
roofs, sore backs,
and primitive insults
screamed from honking
cars at 3 a.m., I'd like to

various tour groups as
they warily eyed our
Hooverville throughout
the week. Priceless.
In retrospect, it
seemed like everything
worked out. I would like
to thank everyone who
took the time to either
build a house of their
own and join us
in the circle and
all others who
asked questions to find out
more about the
cause.
If you have
questions, comments, concerns
or critiques, I
strongly encourage you to
drop Students
for Social Justice a line; we'd
be more than
Elyse Raby/The Mirror happy to engage you. Othpreciation for all the erwise, start collecting
luxuries we share on this pizza boxes and drawing
campus about which we up blue prints, and we'll
gripe so much.
see you next year.
From what I could
see, it seemed to have
Sincerely,
encouraged some form
Chris Staysniak
of greater discussion on
campus. It also turned '10, executive member
more than a few heads, for Students for Social
especially those of the Justice

consider our little social
experiment a success.
For those who slept
in the boxes, it made real
the feelings of desperation and powerlessness
that must face those
who call the streets their
home, not to mention
it instilled a great ap-

Seniors: Stop complaining, start raging
One of the most valuable
lessons learned in college is that
when the going gets tough, the
tough get drunk. And we have an

frightening and will certainly
put most of the class of 2008
"So, what are your plans for
into shock. However, today,
after graduation?"
tomorrow and the next day, I am
This is the question
still in college. Really, we
no senior wants to answer,
have no other choice but
and for seniors in my poto live it up.
The weather is getting
sition, it is also one they
warmer, the times are about
cannot answer.
I have no definite
to change, and the only
plans for next year, nor
thing we can do about it
have I even started applyis rage.
ing for jobs, yet apparently,
Yes, graduation is a
I only have six weeks left
sad, sad day, but instead
to figure out the rest of my
of looking at the glass half
life. For some reason, my
empty, look at the bright
panties are not in a bunch
side: Seniors have an exlike everyone else's.
cuse to be complete and
The way I see it, secutter degenerates for the
ond-semester seniors have
next six weeks. I know my
two options: One, we can
glass is certainly going to
cry, whine, stress and have
be full with beer from now
a panic attack every day
until May.
until May 18 about the imMany seniors are on
minent end of a four-year
the same page, but every
long drunken stupor that
senior must get on board.
Because, seriously, comhas been characterized by
plaining about graduation is
immaturity and poor judgFacebook.com
just
annoying at this point.
ment; two, we can grow a Life is a highway: Seniors need to just live it
I hope that every
pair, grab a beer and make up while they still can.
member of the class of
the most of the little time
we have left.
obligation to ourselves and that 2008 has made a promise to
Graduation is inevitable — keg of Natty Light to enjoy the themselves, John Belushi and the
duh — we all know this, and company of our peers and our last rest of their peers to enjoy every
there's no use freaking out about few weeks of debauchery.
last moment they have left as
it because we can't change it. The
Seniors are fortunate to live college students.
We haven't left college yet,
best way to deal with this rapidly the high life at the beach, so
approaching traumatic experience what more could we ask for but sol expect to see every senior
is to have fun.
a 900-person celebration of the with a drink in hand and a solid
Be random, skip class and amazing four years we've had at resolution to party. There are less
than 50 days until graduation, so
laugh it off if you just so happen to college?
Entering the real world is I'll see you all at the Grape.
get kicked out of Archie Moore's.
BY JESS MITCHELL
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The tour guide disguise
BY JOE CARRETTA

As the weather grows warmer
and the skirts get shorter, the sight of
tour groups packed with daddy's little
girls and wide-eyed high school jocks
enjoying the view becomes a daily
occurrence at Fairfield.
Robotic tour guides parade
groups of prospective students around
campus, and they are not given monetary compensation for their efforts.
Tour guides are given strict instructions about what, and what not,
to share with their groups and are
even banned from uttering certain
phrases.
Page four of the tour guide manual tells tour guides, "Do not refer to
Fairfield as a party school, make any
negative remarks about the residence
halls, or disrespect the food."
"Never say if you want home
cooked food, stay home," the book
says. "Besides, it's possible the food
here might be better than at home."
Another section of the manual
entitled "Worst Case Scenario" describes how to handle a pushy alum
who brings up touchy subjects. Tour
guides should say, "We [the University] would not like to share with the
tour [insert: bonfires, beach houses,
Clam Jam, Luau]."
The University wouldn't want
to let anyone know that this place is
now about as enjoyable as a bag of
mothballs. They also wouldn't want
to show anything that might detract
from the squeaky clean Jesuit ideals
Fairfield attempts to project.
Fairfield pulls the wool right
over the eyes of all its applicants,
turning it into a collegiate Disney
World, ideal for any student who is

looking for a "great university as well
as a beautiful campus environment,"
as the University Web site puts it.
One day, a renegade tour guide
should take a group down to the prison-like weight room in the basement
of the RecPlex. When they gasp, tell
them how they will be screwed in
many more ways, like when it comes
to housing assignments.
One tour guide, who asked to
remain anonymous, said the entire
admissions process is a business
designed to fill the beds at the University.
"As a tour guide there are certain
things, such as the flawed housing
system, that I know I cannot mention," the guide said. "I tell students
they will all get townhouses, and all
live at the beach in order to make the
school sound as attractive as it can."
Another tour guide, Steve Parker
'10, disagreed with the notion that
admissions is a business and said he
tries to accurately portray Fairfield
during his tours. However, he said
he cannot speak for any of his fellow guides.
"What's the point of a tour if
• you're not telling the truth?" Parker
asked. "I know if I was on a tour and
someone told me something that
wasn't true, I would be very upset, so
personally I strive to be accurate."
Despite the good-natured intentions of some honest guides, it seems
that the University does everything in
its power to put its best foot forward
and keep its dark secrets packed away
in the closet.
And this closet only opens once
the first tuition payment is made and
it's too late to turn back.

m
parent's perspective onleadershi
Seeking to "Mve more people in leadership positions'1
sounds like a marginally hidden way of saying one or
more of the following:
1) We, the administration, want to ensure that no
individual student has 'too much' of an influence on
campus;
2) We, the administration, want to 'spread the opportunity to lead' to those who would otherwise not be
leaders (read what you will into that...);
3) We, the administration, would like to control information flow and keep student leadership fragmented
as much as possible; or
4) We, the administration, want to ensure that those
who hold top positions in key organizations and hence
'represent' Fairfield University have families that are
well-off enough to not care about the room and board
that is paid on behalf of RAs as their primary compem
sation.
I think that it is just wonderful that Seiser and Dragone are so ready and willing to give up their RAjobs next
year. Clearly, this must mean that their families are well
able to pay 'the freight' at a sheltered private college that,
like many others, has become unreasonably expensive
increasingly unlike the 'real world.
-Ed (a parent) responding to the March 27 article "
bsitions for RAs at Fairfield" by Katie Barry.

Editor: JP Porretta

Happening
Movies & TV
George Clooney stars as a
1920s football star in the new
comedy "Leatherheads,"
which comes out nationwide on
Friday.
A group of college students get
more than they bargained for
on their trip to Mexico in "The
Ruins." The thriller flick opens
nationwide on Friday.
Oscar-winning film* "There
Will be Blood" will be
released on DVD everywhere
this Tuesday.
The 2007 comedy hit "Walk
Hard: The Dewey Cox Story"
will be released on DVD this
Tuesday.

Concerts &
Performances
Mike Doughty's Band will
be performing at Toad's Place
Tuesday, April 8 at 9 p.m.
Tickets are $15.
Carlos Santana will be
performing at Madison Square
Garden Tuesday, April 8 at 7:30
p.m. Tickets range from $39.50
to $89.50.
Explosions in the Sky will be
performing at Terminal 5 in
Manhattan on Tuesday, April 8,
at 7 p.m. Tickets cost $17.
Spoon will be performing at
Terminal 5 on Wednesday, April
9, at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $30.
Sacred Heart University's
spring concert featuring Ne-Yo
will take place next Friday.

Miscellaneous
Herman Boone, on whom the.
hit film "Remember the Titans"
is based, will appear in the
lower level of the BCC Tuesday, April 8 at 5 p.m. The film
will then be shown at 9 p.m.
The annual Dogwoods Dance
will be held next Friday, April
11. Tickets are still available at
the BCC info desk.
Send in your What's
Happening events to mirror.
entertainment@gmail.com.
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Making digital downloading more convenient
iTunes to unveil an 'all you can eat' plan
A Wired magazine
article said that Sony/
Audio cassettes reBMG supports an unlimplaced 8-track tapes. CDs
ited plan, especially since
replaced audio cassettes.
its digital music profits
And now, digital downrose 15 percent last year.
loads are starting to comIn the article, Sony/
pletely replace CDs.
BMG CEO Rolf SchmidtToday, as the primaHoltz commented on Apry outlet for music, the
ple's 99 cents-per-song
Internet provides more
policy: "They reflect the
opportunities for music
value of the music insuffilovers, including pirating,
ciently. Our market study
purchasing and no driving
shows that the customers
to the store.
are ready to pay [for the
An article on technolunlimited service]."
ogy Web site TGDaily.
Laura Loureiro '11
com suggests this ease and
frequently uses iTunes
convenience has caused $3
and said she is unsure
billion in digital sales, up
about Apple's plan.
40 percent since 2006.
"I'd subscribe to
Since then, the digital
download unlimited
music industry has been
songs, but I'm not sure
flooded by Apple, Micro- "
News.yahoo.com about buying a new iPod
soft and even Walmart.
New plan could fatten your wallet: The possibility that iTunes will eliminate 99 cent- or iPhone," she said.
Apple's iTunes give per-song fees just might be too good to be true,
Apple's competitors
users the option to buy a
are considering a similar
song for 99 cents or an album iPhone. The new device comes AT&T. Current iPod and iTunes plan. Nokia and Universal Music
for $9.99. The Associated Press with the unlimited plan. Apple is users seem to be left out of this Group unveiled an agreement
reported that digital music sales offering $20 per iPod/iPhone to attractive deal.
giving certain Nokia phones
account for 10 percent of Apple's the music labels while the RIAA
Perhaps this plan is meant access to unlimited Universal
revenue. Apple is mulling over suggests $80. It is unclear how to increase the iPhone's sales in songs. RealNetworks and Mia plan to offer unlimited down- much these "premium" iPod/ a competitive wireless industry. crosoft are also interested in
loads to increase consumer ap- iPhones would cost.
The iPhone has a built-in iTunes unlimited plans.
Unless Apple offers an unpeal. But like all great deals,
Apple is also looking into an that allows users to download
unlimited plan that would cost $8 music directly. With 4 million limited plan to everyone, current
there's a catch.
The consumer would have per month. The downside: this iPhone customers already, Apple iPod users will continue under the
the option to buy a new, more plan would only apply to iPhone would seemingly benefit greatly pay-per-song/album, and others
may go back to pirating music.
expensive "premium" iPod or customers through a deal with from this eye-catching plan.
BY MICHAEL BENNETT

Facebook vs. MySpace
The ongoing battle for the top social networking site
BY TRACI DANTONI

If your friend down the hall doesn't have
Facebook, you immediately assume there is
something overwhelmingly wrong, and this
person may need either a life or a formal invitation to join civilization.
If, however, your lab partner has a MySpace, you regard said person as creepy, not
mature enough for Facebook and un-cool.
Although MySpace has long been slightly
more trafficked than Facebook, the increase of
Facebook users and the features it offers may
leave MySpace users
lagging behind in seca place
ond place in
the popularity race.
"Facebook definitely appeals
more to college-aged people. It's an
excellent way to procrastinate. Also,*
MySpace has a worse reputation. It's
seen as being more dangerous," said Michele
Maggiore '10.
MySpace and Facebook, two of the most
popular social networking sites in the country, have been butting heads over the past
few years, vying for recognition as the most
popular device for today's generation to playfully banter, send flirtatious messages, check
up on exes and sift through weekend photo
shoots at the bar.
According to Alexa Internet, Inc., a Web

information site, MySpace is currently the third
most trafficked Web site in the country. Facebook lags at its heels, boasting the title of fifth
most visited Web site in the United States.
ComScore, Inc., another information
site, calls MySpace the most trafficked social
networking site, while Facebook is listed as
the second.
Despite the statistics, Facebook users
seem more than ready to take the title of
most popular.
According to data on its Web site, Facebook's photo application is much more

iltmyspace.com

for friends

sites. The online blog site Xanga.com, for
example,- was extremely popular until it was
replaced by more feature-packed sites.
Many college students are starting to
find the user demographic of MySpace less
appealing; multitudes of preteens and teens
have begun to dominate the scene. Plus,
MySpace lacks applications, pokes and
several other boredom busters that are all
proudly boasted by Facebook.
"Facebook will absolutely take over MySpace. Everyone I know is on it. It's also one of
the key ways to find out about friends' parties,"
said Andrew
DeVito '09.
While
Facebook elways offered
a place to
create photo
albums and tag friends,
MySpace only recently
upgraded the site to include
such features. It also added a
place to update a status, which Facebook also
offered from the start.
Causing students to putting off projects
and prolonging sessions at the library, Facebook seems to be the choice social networking
site — not MySpace.
It won't be long before Facebook ups
its position on the list of most trafficked
sites and takes its rightful place as the most
coveted of all tools of procrastination and
online communication.

facebook

Photo Illustration by Lorraine Lampe

popular than MySpace's equivalent. Facebook
is also the No. 1 photo-sharing application in
the world.
"I choose Facebook over MySpace because all my college friends use it," said Tara
DaSilva '10. "It's a way to keep in contact
with everyone."
However, the very term "MySpace" may
soon go extinct like other once-popular Web
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A plethora of live entertainment
'Swan Lake' graces
Quick Center
BY VERONICA FLORENTINO

The Quick Center was packed with people
of all ages; there were children and grandparents, students and adults, all excited to see the
St. Petersburg Ballet Theatre's production of
"Swan Lake" Friday night.
Presented in three acts, Swan Lake tells
the story of Prince Siegfried (Alexey Petrov),
who is celebrating his coming of age and is
informed by his mother, the Queen (Yliya
Ilyina) that he must choose a bride at a Ball
the next evening. Siegfried contemplates as,
the joyous festivities continue. The guests
depart at the end of the night, and he discovers and follows white swans heading toward
a nearby lake.
When Siegfried reaches the lake, he is
shocked to see the swans step ashore and
transform into beautiful young ladies. The
swans' queen, Odette (Anastasia Isaeva), tells
Siegfried of the curse that holds them under
the power of magician Rothbart (Pavel Iakovlev). The spell can only be lifted by true love,
which Siegfried, overcome by love at first
sight, quickly promises her. Odette warns him
that if he breaks his promise, nothing can help
them. The ladies transform back into swans
and return to the lake as Odette bids her love
and savior adieu.

Contributed Photo

The second act opens at the ball, where the
castle is filled with guests. Siegfried loves only
Odette, but is still courteous with the prospective princesses at the ball. Rothbart enters the
Ball with his daughter, Odylle (also Anastasia
Isaeva), who shares a remarkable resemblance
with Odette. Siegfried is tricked, and believes
it is Odette. Odylle seizes the opportunity and
tempts and teases Siegfried into proclaiming
her his bride. Realizing his broken oath has
doomed the swans to an eternity under Rothbart's evil power, he hurries to the lake.
The final act returns to the lake where
Odette tells Siegfried, as he begs for forgiveness, about Rothbart's work. Rothbart shows
up furious, and Siegfried challenges him to
a duel. Siegfried kills Rothbart, which frees
the women from their swan alter-egos, and
lifts the spell.
Swan Lake is your typical fairy tale, and
the St. Petersburg Ballet portrayed it with captivating elegance and styleiThe dancers were
all remarkably talented and had the audience
enjoying every ounce of choreography they
spouted out.
A favorite character for the audience was
definitely the jester (Vladimir Dorokhin).
Upon every entrance, one could sense the
audience's excitement to see how he would
entertain the guests at the ball. Dorokhin captivated not only with his eccentric costumes,
but also with his astonishing talent. It is clear
that his training covered both classical and
modern techniques extensively because he
encountered rnany moves with the grace of a
danseur and the skill of a break dancer.
Swan Lake was a treat to attend and a great
addition to the Quick Center's calendar.

Student musicians receive Fairfield support at local show
BY ANDREW CHAPIN

The lights were dim and the air was
stagnant. Students, locals and out-oftown guests packed the bar area, trying
to get a drink before the show began.
There was a buzz in the air as the crowd
sat in anticipation, waiting for the band
to take stage.
Approximately 100 people crammed
into the Acoustic Cafe in Bridgeport
Friday night to support Fairfield students
John Capogna '09 and Dan Vaughan '09.
"It was like a frat house that [Friday]
night; you couldn't move, it was packed,"
said Vaughan, a member of Dan Vaughan
and Permanent Daylight. The performance
marked his third at the Acoustic Cafe since
he first arrived in Fairfield. "Jaime's Smile
definitely got everyone pumped up. Everyone liked their music, so that translated
well into a good night overall."
For Capogna and Jaime's Smile, Friday night marked theirfirst show in Connecticut. The band did not disappoint with
its eclectic mix of pop-rock, punk, ska,
emo and metal at the sold-out venue.
"What's up everybody, we are Jaime's
Smile," guitarist and lead singer Nick
Santini declared before starting the show
with "House Mouse," a song from the
album "The Fearful and the Wonderful,"
which is expected to be released sometime
in April.
"It's the perfect song to call the single
off the album," Capogna said. "It's high energy with a heavy break, but it's also got the
chorus that will stay in your head all day."
A collection of fans crowded the front
of the stage, feeding off of the band's
energy. The ska/reggae jam "Typical
Night," in particular, seemed to speak to
the mostly 20-something-year-old crowd,
as Santini incited the crowd to chant "hey"
along with the chorus.
"We can get louder than that," he
called out to the already humming
crowd.
Audience members, especially
Fairfield students, danced, sang along

Nicole Capogna/The Mirror

Leaving a smile on faces in the crowd: Drummer John Capogna '09 performed with
his band Jaime's Smile before a packed crowd Friday night at the Acoustic Cafe in
Bridgeport.
and called out Capogna's name from
their seats.
His band even got into it, with Santini
yelling, "Let's hear it for John."
It was a testament to the strong
Fairfield support both students received.
"Jaime's Smile conveyed a lot of energy with John Capogna throwing down
some gnarly grooves," said Ryan Del
Veehio '09. "I danced my ass off to the
jam band songs of Dan Vaughan."
Vaughan opened up his set with "December's Broke and Beautiful," crooning
on the guitar in a light, Jack Johnson/Dave
Matthews Band-type jam.
He and his band concluded their set
with "Here's to You," a melodically charged
song about love and love lost, before doing a rousing rendition of Jimi Hendrix's
"Along the Watchtower" as an encore.
After releasing his first album "Here's
to You" two years ago, he is now looking
to take the next step in his music career
while working on a new CD.
"We're trying to scrape up enough

money to put out our CD," said
Vaughan.
He said that there may be an opportunity to work with a well-known, respected
producer. However, he said he did not
wish to reveal the name before anything
is finalized.
What is next for Jaime's Smile now
that they've played Fairfield? Besides
releasing its first EP together, a return
engagement to Fairfield, according to
Capogna.
"We're going to play the Stagstock
up at the townhouses," he said. "It's like
a '60s thing. We're going to play our set
with a couple covers, maybe we'll cover
some Cream or some Hendrix and put a
little punk edge to it."
The show, as Vaughan put it, wasn't
just Fairfield friends showing up out of
obligation.
"People were generally feeling the
music from both bands," he said. "They
came there for the music; it wasn't just a
social scene."

Say Anything gives audience something to rave about

5ayanythingmusic.com

Bringing music that's 'anything' but ordinary: Say Anything's unique music continues to draw in new fans.
BY JP PORRETTA
The music was loud, the sweat was pouring like rain, and
the underage scenesters were plentiful at Toad's Place as Say
Anything took the stage.
The indie rockers hit the stage at 9:30 p.m. on Thursday,
performing "Skinny Mean Man," the first track off the band's
new album, "In Defense of the Genre."
"Last night we played a sold-out show in Philadelphia, but
I still got to say, tonight is the best show we've had all tour,"

front-man Max Bemis told the crowd.
A crowd of more than 500 went wild, and the music kicked
right back in.
The band continued on with its 16-song set, which included
hits such as "Alive with the Glory of Love," "Woe," "Baby
Girl, I'm a Blur," and its most popular song, "Wow I Can Get
Sexual, Too."
The group also strayed from its own material for a few
minutes to perform a cover of the Smashing Pumpkins hit,
"Stand Inside Your Love."
While the band put on a phenomenal performance, there
was one problem that kept running through my mind during
the hour-and-a-half-long performance: I am getting way too
old for this scene.
It was during my early years of high school that I adopted
an interest in this music, and I'm starting to realize that high
school is where it should stay.
Crowd surfing is quite possibly the most annoying thing
to go down at a concert, and mosh pits lose their cool factor
as soon as girls jump in.
That aside, Say Anything still put on a very entertaining
performance. Leaving the stage around 10:45 p.m., the band
quickly returned for the encore, only to discover that the power
went out.
After five minutes of confusion, the band plugged back
in and busted into the song "Belt," from its first album," ... Is
a Real Boy." The band then closed with its anti-conforming
anthem, "Admit It!"
By 11 p.m., the crowd flooded out the front doors, all in
awe at the almost flawless performance by one of the most
original bands out in mainstream music.
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New drama proclaims '21' a lucky number
BY JP PORRETTA
Despite the premise of the movie, "21"
is definitely no gamble. Throw your eight
bucks down for the ticket, and I promise
you'll cash in.
Based on the bestselling book "Bringing Down the House" by author Ben Mezrich, "21" tells the true story of five MIT
statistics students who use their impressive
skills with numbers as a way to dominate
the Las Vegas blackjack tables.

The main protagonist is Ben Campbell (Jim Sturgess), an MIT senior who
is looking for a way to pay for Harvard
Medical School.
Sturgess became famous for his role
as Jude in the 2007 hit, "Across the Universe." Sturgess pulls off an impressive
performance, though one cannot help but
picture his character breaking out into an
"All You Need is Love" rendition throughout all of his emotional scenes — not to
mention, his fake American accent isn't
fooling anyone.
With that aside, Sturgess still puts on a

performance that won't disappoint
his fan base.
Being a student with a 4.0
GPA at one of the most challenging colleges is no easy accomplishment, which leaves
Campbell with very little time to
enjoy himself.
His life takes a major turn,
though, when his non-linear equations professor (Kevin Spacey),
notices Campbell's gift, and invites him to his secret blackjack
operation. He accepts his professor's invite, seeing it as a chance
to pay for medical school and an
excuse to get closer to team member Jill Taylor (Kate Bosworth).
Campbell's nightlife soon
shifts from downing cups of coffee
during all-nighters in the library,
to sipping glasses of champagne
Rottentomatoes.com
at Vegas nightclubs.
Hitting it big: The film '21,' which follows MIT students as they use their smarts to cash in at the
But it all comes with a price, casinos, cashed in $24 million during its opening weekend.
and our hero soon discovers the
dangerous consequences that are being
The gambling drama also stars LauWhile "21" won't be nominated for an
thrown his way.
rence Fishburne, a loss prevention expert, Oscar by any means, it is still an enjoyable
The film ends up hitting the jackpot (no who is trying to prevent the Vegas casinos film that will leave viewers satisfied.
pun intended) in the box offices, raking in from taking such big losses at the blackBut when it comes to the Vegas films,
$23.7 million in opening weekend sales.
jack tables.
"Ocean's Eleven" is still my lucky number.

PlayRadioPlay to become
breakout star of the indie scene
BY ANDONI FLORES

BY

RENEE BORGHESI

In "Miss Pettigrew
Lives For A Day," Fran[omatoes.com
ces McDormand stars as
An old-fashioned film with conventional techniques:
Guinevere Pettigrew, a While Amy Adams may act surprised, 'Miss Pettigrew1 is
middle-aged London gov- very predictable.
erness who finds herself
Miss Pettigrew helps Delysia decide what
without a job, food or
money until she meets Delysia LaFosse she really wants out of life.
(Amy Adams), an upwardly mobile
Miss Pettigrew's straitlaced attitude
contrasts perfectly with Delysia's giddy
American actress.
For a single day, Miss Pettigrew is energy.
Director Bharat Nalluri brilliantly
suddenly thrust into Delysia's glamorous and dizzying world. Delysia needs a captures the scenery and style of presocial secretary to keep her commitments WWII London. Hovyever, the plot is mestraight and to run interference between diocre at best and is very predictable.
her various boyfriends.
The story starts off slow in the beginning, but soon moves at a breath-taking
pace, led by snappy dialogue and humorJ
^^fc ^^F ^^ ^Jr» ~*^fi ous interactions between the characters.
Unfortunately, "Miss Pettigrew Lives
There's also Nick (Mark Strong), the For A Day" is currently only being shown
rich owner of the flat where she stays; in select theaters. However, you can catch
Phil (Tom Payne), a young producer who it at Fairfield Cinemas at 40 Blackrock
can get her the lead role for his upcoming Turnpike in Fairfield.
musical production; and Michael (Lee
"Miss Pettigrew Lives For A Day" is
Pace), a pianist who desperately wants an old-fashioned type movie with a story
you can follow and "a guaranteed happy
to marry her.
It is clear Delysia's heart lies with ending.
Michael, but the temptation of money and
Anyone who is in the mood for a
fame offered from the other suitors distract classy and light romantic comedy will
her from making a commitment.
find themselves entertained by this funThe casting could not have been bet- loving film.
ter for this film. The lead characters are
lovable and worth rooting for.
Adams is the greatest asset to the film.
She has great acting range in both comedic
and dramatic roles and also flaunts a nice
singing voice, which are all necessary to
truly enhance her character.
The chemistry between the two protagonists is magnificent as Delysia offers
Miss Pettigrew a glimpse into a world of
which she has never been a part. In turn,

I Want to write movie or!
• music reviews for The'
Mirror"? E-mail us at:
mirror.entertainment@
gmail.com

"Texas" starts off with
the track "Loco Commotion," which literally beats
any intro for any album I
have ever heard.

A Princess" is a mustlisten-to track on this album along with "See You
Soon," although the former
is probably the more infec-

PlayRadioPlay will
become the face of the
music industry in the next
couple of years; I guarantee it.
At age 18, this one-man
music-making machine
named Dan Hunter has
already been signed onto
He takes the best of tious of the two with more
Island Records and is toureverything, puts it in a hooks than a fisherman. ,
ing all over the country.
For those of you lookJealous? It gets better. blender and makes it sound
After releasing his EP better than a Jamba Juice ing to catch a glimpse of
PlayRadioPlay, tune into
"The Frequency," Hunt- smoothie.
The album's first mtvU, where his new muer went into the studio
and pumped out an entire single, which he wrote sic video for "Madi Don't
12-track album entitled long before he was signed, Leave" is being played
"Texas" after the state from is entitled "Madi Don't constantly.
I highly recommend
which he hails.
Leave."
The song, written for listening to PlayRadioPlay
Reminiscent of the
popular Death Cab For his longtime girlfriend to anybody and everyCutie side project, The Madi, relies heavily on tra- body, which is pretty rare
Postal Service, PlayRa- ditional instruments while considering every CD I've
dioPlay encapsulates slick switching to electronic recently reviewed has had
its brains bashed inside
electronic beats while sounds for the chorus:
"Madi dear, can't we and out.
managing to incorporate
This album will bring
acoustic drums and electric just disappear and take our
chances/ on a. teenagers the next wave of music that
guitars.
His voice is as distinct romances/ put our money will finally kill emo and
take its rightful title as the
as musicians Tom Delonge where our mouth is."
"I'm a Pirate, You're music of the late 2000s.
or Patrick Stump (but
easier to digest), while
still delivering a haunting
pop with lyrics that will
change the way you look
at life.
Hunter's distinct vocal style makes his syncopated lyrics terribly
irresistible.
For most of his vocals, he either distorts
or autotunes to create a
unique blend and texture,
which breaks him out of
anything done in the last
century and rockets him
Iyspace.com
into the first true sound of Start playing PlayRadioPlay: The 18-year-old Texas native just released his first full length album, 'Texas."
the twenty-first century.

Editor: Lesley Almeida
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What do we want? Peace! When do we want it? 'NOW!'
BY LILY NORTON

Flags in the Quad. A fake burial of an Iraq soldier. A
memento of an injured soldier on a wall in the BCC.
These are things you may be seeing on campus during the next two weeks as part of a collaborative effort
from Fairfield for Peace NOW to commemorate the fifth
anniversary of the war in Iraq. Volunteer students and
faculty in Fairfield for Peace NOW are planning events
on campus to get students involved.
Jocelyn Boryczka, director of peace and justice
studies, spearheaded the planning effort as the leader of
Fairfield for Peace NOW and has put emphasis on bringing activism for peace to campus after the success of the
Fairfield peace rally last October.
The series of events kicked off on Monday with The
Wall, a large display on the second floor of the BCC,
which invites anyone who passes by to put up mementos
of friends and family who have served or are currently
serving the military effort in Iraq.
"The Wall is one way of jump starting that process
by getting us to talk about the War and what it means to
us as a community," said Boryczka.
By having Iraq War awareness events on campus,
Boryczka said she hopes to inspire Fairfield students.
"The Iraq War will shape the future of today's young
generation," she said. "It is a story that must be told."
Casey Donahue '10, who has been working on The
Wall as part of a service-learning class assignment, created one side of The Wall that indicates how much money
has been spent on the war.
"We're comparing the cost spent on the war to

As of 2008:
The total soldiers wounded is 29,451
and counting, with $600 billion spent
and approved for the war.

things students might understand," said Donahue, "such
as Fairfield tuition and health
insurance."
Fairfield for Peace NOW's
hope is that people take away
from The Wall an understanding of the facts and figures of
the Iraq war.
"While it might not get
everyone at Fairfield to go
out and start protesting immediately, at least they might
start paying more attention
to what's going on," said
Donahue.
Jennifer Amdur '09, a
member of Fairfield for Peace
NOW, said the Wall is an
effective way for people to
bring their own ideas on the
War to the public sphere.
"I would like to see the
Facing the facts: Students
Wall act as a space where
people can reflect on the daily experience of our troops
and the war in general, and also a place to honor their
friends and family right here at their own university,"
she said.
Fairfield for Peace NOW is planning to create a Hope
Trail on April 6, which will consist of different colored
flags to represent the American casualties, the Iraqi casualties and the refugees resulting from the Iraq War.
They are also planning a mock burial of an Iraqi
soldier, which will be led by Theatre Fairfield. This will
include a procession through the Hope Trail that will be
open to all members of the community.
Fairfield for Peace NOW has been able to create this
campus-wide effort with the help of the peaccand justice
studies program, the center for Catholic studies, Students
for Social Justice, Theatre Fairfield, the office of student

Diversity Week doubleheader
Diversity Week
started off with a
"bang." Murder
She Improvised,"
below, performed
by members of
Fairfield's Improv
club, kicked off
the evening and
had the audience
laughing all the
way through.
Humor continued into the night
when comedian
Steve Hofstetter,
left, took the stage
and had students
on the edge of
their seats.

Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror

stop and read up-to-date facts about the war in Iraq.
affairs, Ignatian Residential College, Students for Life,
Pax Christi and any interested faculty and students.
Students working on the project said they have high
hopes for conveying to students the importance of recognizing the Iraq War, which may sometimes seem like
a remote issue.
"This is an important thing to have at Fairfield because many students here are apathetic about many things,
including the war in Iraq, and maybe if they understood
how many people have died and how many mistakes have
been made ... they might actually start caring about it,"
said Donahue.
Amdur agreed: "Oftentimes the war is forgotten
about irrour daily lives, and, by honoring the men and
women who are fighting for our country, it helps to close
that gap."

Who are you fooling?
BY ALEX ROEM

Once known as All Fool's Day,
April Fools is celebrated on April 1
every year. Over the years, this day has
become an excuse for pulling pranks
and playing jokes on friends. But does
anyone know how or where it
started?
Here are a
few possible
historical
explanations.

Meghan Schelzi /The I

of years past.
Would you have fallen for these
pranks?
Laundered lions: A popular April
Fools Day prank
__ in 18th and
19th century « A. Britain
was to send unsuspecting people to the Tower
of London to
view the annual
washing of the
lions in the tower's
moat. Crowds gathered every year, only to be disappointed
that no such event had ever occurred.

turies ago, the French began their new
year around Easter time, usually around
late March or early April. In the mid1500s, France switched
The left-handed
its new year to January 1,
Whopper: In 1998,
but because communicaBurger King ran an ad in
tion was so poor, people
USA Today promoting its
who lived in the countrynew Left-Handed Whopside were unaware of this
per, which was designed
change and were dubbed
to have condiments drip
fools.
only out of the right side
Those who were
of the burger.
aware of the change sent fake party inCustomers not only attempted to
vitations to those simple folk who didn't order the Left-Handed Whopper, other
people even requested the "old Rightknow the new year had been changed.
Another explanation: Saturnalia Handed Whopper."
was a festival celebrated in ancient
Rome that reversed social order. Slaves
Ciao Pisa: A
Dutch television news
reigned over their masters and a common person could reign as
^
station reported in the
1950s that the leaning
"King" while the parties
tower of Pisa had finally
lasted.
There have been
fallen over. Concerned and
gullible viewers immediately
some gullible fools taken
advantage of on April 1
contributed Photos called the station.
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Get up, stand up: FUSA members encouraged by alumus
"If I can inspire you and help you create new ideas,
I feel this talk will be a success," he said. "I can sit back

how the students presented themselves and the incentive
that they showed in actively working to affect change.
Protest. Hunger strike. Hostile takeover. Can
"We wrote letters in The Mirror and we got
you picture all of this happening on Fairfield's
outside press involved," he said. At that point, the
campus?
University had no choice but to step in.
A description usually reserved for a war zone
"We ran through the front door of Bellarmine
rather than peaceful Fairfield University was a scene
Hall and had a sit-in," he said. "I feel that [sitting
all too real for former student Felipe Polanco '01.
in at] Bellarmine had the biggest impact, as opIn November 1999, Fairfield ended its contract
posed to a residence hall because the administrawith Service Management Group of Bridgeport, the
tion is in Bellarmine."
University's janitorial contractor.
Many student leaders who attended the SunThe more than 50 workers were then picked up
day night event took the advice to heart.
by contractor Pritchard Industries of New England,
FUSA President-elect Jeff Seiser' 10 said, "I
according to a New York Times article that appeared
think it hit upon the fact that we can never give up,
at the time.
especially when care about something enough."
But Pritchard did not compensate the workers
The event was hosted by FUSA staff adwith the previous package that the old contractor
viser Caroline Joy, who graduated a year after
had given the employees. They were no longer
Polanco.
paid a comparable salary and their benefits were
The event presented FUSA with an important
cut, according to Polanco.
role model: a graduate who has accomplished a
He relived this experience with an audience of
great deal.
Christopher Haliskoe/The Mirror
more than 15 Senate members during a talk in the
There are very few resources that could be
Acting out: Former student Felipe Polanco '01, above right, spoke with
lower level of the BCC on March 30.
more useful to the incoming FUSA elected offiIn response to what he believed was an intoler- FUSA members Sunday night about standing up for your beliefs.
cials than someone who has accomplished exactly
able injustice, Polanco helped organize a five-day
what they set out to do as a student leader.
student hunger strike to support those who were employed and say that I stuck it to the administration, because wePolanco was frank in his message, which was one
by Pritchard.
got the Pritchard workers unionized. It was a very proud that FUSA members said they needed to hear. The seniors
"We took over Bellarmine Hall and had a sit-in," moment when I saw the look in Fr. Kelley's face."
present said a key component of the talk was that they were
Polanco said that a key reason for the success was able to voice their opinions and engage with the speaker.
said Polanco.
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

fSP
tepping out this spring
BY LESLEY ALMEIDA

It's officially spring, and flip flops have
already been spotted all over campus. As it
gets nicer outside, students are heading out
of their cramped dorm rooms and back into
the great outdoors. Here are some great ways
to enjoy the warmer weather.

Join an intramural team
This is a great way to have fun while
getting exercise. You don't have to be a
superstar, but if you play hard enough, you
could win a free T-shirt! ,
Bonus: This could help you get in shape
for the summer bathing suit season that is
right around the corner.

Do your work outside
Grab a towel and that pile of homework
you've let grow monstrous, and head outside
for some studying in the sun.
Best spots: The Quad, perfect for people-watching while you study. You can also
try the hill in front of the library and laugh at
the students stuck inside at the cubicles.

Try Frisbee Golf
Fairfield University boasts one of the
best frisbee golf courses around!
Come on, you know you've always
wanted to try it.
Don't know the rules? Check out www.
discgolfassoc.com/games.html for basic
rules and strategy tips.

Advertisement

As you begin your search for a fulfilling career, look to CTJobs.com as a source for top positions with the best local employers. CTJobs.com has
partnered with local newspapers to provide unmatched local coverage of Connecticut's current career opportunities. You've worked hard, now reward
yourself with the perfect job. CTJobs.com is here to help you find the job of your dreams. Whatever it is you're looking for, get it at CTJobs.com.
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HE Said / SHE Said

Dan Stanczyk

Jackie Mautone

Seniors get serious about sexes in the work world
In a world where the white male is
slowly losing his grip on the power structure (i.e. the Democratic
presidential race), one area where he
still has control is corporate America.
Men make more money than women
of similar positions, whicri comes as
no surprise.
Sure there are women out there
who are more qualified than men;
I am not denying that. I'm actually all for women in the workforce. I mean who else is going
to answer the phone, do pa
perwork, make coffee and
schedule meetings?
In all seriousness,
men get paid more than
women because of the
fundamental difference
between our genders.
It's not sexism at work
here, it's biology. Men are the bread
winners because women are the baby
makers. Most women do not put their
careers first, and I don't blame them.
There are more important things in
life than ruling the business world,
but without the man bringing home
the bacon, family life is not as easy.
Everyone who says money is meaningless is wrong.
■Men are the more reliable work-

ers. They won't have to quit their
jobs, like many women do, or take
maternity leave to have and raise
children.
The business leaders of America
are not stupid. When it comes to paying women, they are simply hedging
their bets. It's as simple as that. Quite
frankly, it's these decisions that
got men where they are in the
first place.
Men are more primed for
uccess out of the gate because they don't have these
biological hurdles to
overcome. Only one
of Fortune's top 50
companies has a female CEO, and just
12 of the top 500
do. It's not sexism,
it's numbers.
This all harps back to another
critical difference between men and
women. Men have clear, cohesive
thoughts and women are irrational.
Think about the last time you had an
argument with your mother. Did she
say anything that made any logical
sense? Do you want her running a
company with that kind of thought
process? I know I don't, but she can
still cook me dinner.

I'm all for the advancement of women
in the workplace. In a couple of
months I'm going to be a woman in
the workplace (if all goes according to
plan ...). I can also sing every Spice Girls
song ever recorded and would have seen
them in concert this year if I wasn't absolutely broke, so it goes without saying
that I'm very familiar with the notion of
"girl power."
One new girl power staple, "Lip
stick Jungle," is a nice idea for television show. Hot, thirty-something-yearold women with ridiculous wardrobes and even more ridiculous
expense accounts ruling the jm
male-dominated business
world is fun to watch, but
doesn't reflect reality.
The fact that women cur
rently earn 76 cents for every
dollar that men earn stems from
our experiences with the opposite sex as
far back as grade school. With the exception of a few girls who refused to step out
of the spotlight, I'm willing to bet that
most of us ladies sat politely in the middle
of our math or science classes and waited,
with hand raised, to be called on.
Obnoxious boys, on the other hand,
had no problem yelling out answers and
demanding attention. So it's no wonder
that, even.though more females graduate

from college these days than do males,
men will leave school with degrees in
more lucrative fields (i.e. business and
engineering). They forced us out of the
running back in sixth grade pre-algebra.
The fact that we are of the polite,
well-mannered gender also puts us at a
disadvantage. We're not willing to sacrifice
personal relationships or our integrity in
order to get ahead, whereas men will
step on whomever they have to in
order to climb the corporate ladder.
Guys don't need a wife, kids and
happiness if they make seven
figures and drive an Aston
% Martin, right?
I'm sorry we also got
saddled with that pesky
little issue of perpetuating the human race, but
somebody's gotta do it.
Where would our male bosses
be if their mothers didn't create them?
Before we have another controversy
on our hands, you can relax — I'm not
saying that women are less successful
than men, but it's undeniable that we're
treated differently in comparison. Gender
stratification. Human nature. Come on,
guys; open a book.
OK, I'm done now. That's about
as serious as it's going to get all year.
Savor it.

Dan and Jackie are graduating!
Apply to be the next...

HE said / SHE said
Just answer the following question in 400 words:

What are the best and
worst parts of being a
freshman guy or girl?
E-mail your column as an attachment by May 1st to themirror@stanWeb.fairfield.edu
;ia is graduating too...

Are you good good with graphics?
The Mirror is looking for graphic designers
•jnd artists to add to our photo team!

iphicaliy illustrate stories
Create advertisements
**§ engaging page design*
Applicable may skills include Adobe Photoshop
& IHusttafor proficiency and/or manual drawing ability.

And don't forget, there's plenty of
Meeting weekly
other ways to get involved with The Mirror! Thurs. 6 p.m.
!

P

This is a PAID position!
To apply or for more information email themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu
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Photo Hunt!
by Lorraine Lampe

Can you spot the
changes?

There are 7 in
all.

Check out
FairfieldMirror.com
for the answers.

0

CLOTHING
MARC JACOBS
1434 Post Rd
Fairfield, CT
203.254.2112

See clearly. Look amazing.

olance
Ky^-*optical

1499 Post Road / Fairfield, CT 06824 203.254.0042
1101 High Ridge Road / Stamford, CT 06905 203.322.2265

www.glancect.com

Student discount 15%

INTERESTED IN WORKING WITH

Michael Stars

......U........M—■■■....,—■...,■■■■■■,■■■■■■■■.■.■

Hanky Panky
College Nannies and Tutors provides the perfect opportunity
to earn money while making a difference in a child's life.
• Part time / Full time Schedules

Hard Tail
7 Jeans

• Great Pay
• New Positions Added Daily
• Immediate Part Time Openings Available

Apply online today at

Sweet Pea
Johnny Was

Colfege

http://www.coilegenannies.com/team

- i_ ~~■■ AJTJ

or call 203-373-0498

Nl*H^*

10% OFF ALWAYS WITH STUDENT
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College Crossword
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by Joshua O'Connell

Idolizing
ACROSS
1.donkey
4. gas or break
9. irritant
14.soggy
15. believe
16. Ryan Sechrest show
17. popular pub brew
18. tropical plant
19. loose rocks at a cliffs base
20. first season winner
23. lunar or solar
24. from the air
27. to attempt, "take a
at"
28. complete again
31. be jealous
32. formal version 22-down
35. Ralph Lauren brand
37. golly!
38. sixth season winner
41. if by this, it's two
43. Italian currency, today
44. grandma, in Britain
45. circumstance preceder,
sometimes
47. example, for short
49. Finnish village
53. digital preceder
55. relating to a waste pipe
58. second season winner
61. pickling solution
63. give recognition
64. golf tool
65. tall and thin with slender limbs
66. judge prop
67. not his
68. mountain range, or a candy
69. imitative behavior
70. curvy letter
DOWN
1. stops sleeping •
2. choose
3. failed Comedy Central show

11K

COFFEE BREAK

1

2

'

14
17
20

1
21

23
27
32

41

■

5

46

45
53

10

22

33

12

29

30

35

34

26

3(5

40

2

"

■ 44

*

I47

48

54

55
59

1

62

65

88

51

52

57

66

.
36.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
46.
48.
50.
51.
52.
54.
56.
57.
59.

1

64

I

*

South American wood
tropical evergreen tree
mine discovery
dough action
relaxing spot
a long time
dive into water
musical range
the act of damaging something
dresses worn by Hindu women
people of higher ages
•
follows orders
one who draws in
strangely
language spoken in parts of
India and Burma
60. switch
61. female undergarment
62. jogged faster

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers atwww.fairfieldmirror.com

intrigue

50

60

63

4. abnormal growth of tissue
5. massive stories
6. one who makes a call
7. tennis player Koumikova
8. All in the Family creator Norman
9. sheriffs help, occasionally
10. an extra performance
11. wages
12. compete
13. poetic before
21. country in Africa
22. clay used in ceramics
25. st. (abbrev.)
26. type of soap
29. read-only memory chip, in
computers
30. Homer's exclamation
33. head piece
34. sweage plant remains

49
56

7 5

I

39

Week of
03/31/08

NUMBER
LOGIC PUZZLE

Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.
PUZZLE #1 ■EASY

"

A

©2008 Joshua O'Connell. All Rights Reserved, http://www.in-pursult.com

'
25

28

13

I

"

■

11

*

"

58
61

7

•

i

42

6

*

JUDOKU

Minor

2 7
4
8
4 1
5
9
2
6
9
3

PUZZLE #2-I MEDIUM

6
7 9
4
8
6
3
5
2 8
5
2
3
1

1
5
8
3

8 5 2
7 3
1 6
4
8
1
7 3
4
6
1

4

PUZZLE #3-HARD

7

7
4
2 6
9
8
6
2 7
9 3
6 9 1
-

PUZZLE #4-BRAIN FREEZE

9 3
3
2

6
4

1

2

9
5

2

4 3

6 1
1

9
8

4

5
1

7 2
5
5 4

3

1

5 8 2
3
4
3 1
3 9 4
7 4
5 1
3 5 1
6
1 8
2
6
5 8 4
4

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com

Week of
03/31/08

Fairfield
P UNIVERSITY

a hair salon

Special student pricing with Krystin or Kristal:

25% off color and highlights
• Women's cuts - $40
• $15 Haircuts for Men on Mon. Tues. & Wed.

CAREER CORNER
Application Deadlines
Fairfield University
Construction Project Mgmt
Mercer
Covidien

Fairfield Corps Intern
Assistant Engineer
Retirement Actuarial Analyst
Internships including:
Finance - Accounting
GPO Marketing
Sales Compensation
Credit and Collections
Marketing Intern
Sales Training
IS Support
Information Service
Customer Service
Surgical Education
Finance - Rebates

3/28
3/30
3/30

4/21

Company Presentations
Washington Internship Program
team about internship opportunities in Washington, D.C.
Tues., April 10th
3:004:30p.m. Kelley Center Presentation Room

Strengthen Your Interviewing Skills
Interviewing Tips Presentation at http://www.fairfield.edU/cpc_videos.html#
•
Interviewing Tips
How to Write a Cover Letter
Presenting an Effective Resume

Need a Job for the Summer?
Don't forget about the Online Job board located on the Career Planning Website!

http://www. fairfield, edu/careers
;

.
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Split Start: The baseball team started the MAAC season
with a 3-3 record, winning its first series against Marist and then
losing in the series against Niagara.
The Stags beat Marist on March 22 and then bounced back
from a loss later that day to win on March 24. In the first game,
Rob Gariano '10 pitched a complete game to lead Fairfield to the victory. In
nine innings, Gariano allowed just two hits and struck out seven. Jason Rago
'10 drove in Fairfield's lone run in the 1-0 victory.
In the second game, the Red Foxes blanked the Stags 3-0, but Fairfield
came back on Sunday to win 4-3 behind another strong pitching outing. Doug
Ciallella '09 and Kevin Fico '10 combined to allow three runs in the win.
The Stags' offense exploded in the first game of their series with Niagara on
March 29. Albie DeSimone '08 and Tucker Nathans' 11 each had four hits and a
home run in the 13-3 win. Gariano and Fico combined for a five-hit victory.
In the second half of the doubleheader, Niagara won 3-2 and then the Stags
fell 7-1 in the final game of the series.
The Stags return to MAAC action on April 5 against St. Peter's in New
Jersey.
—Tom Cleary

Male Athlete of the Week
ATHLETE: Tucker Nathans ' 11
SPORT: Baseball
ACHIEVEMENT: Nathans won the Rookie of
the Week award while helping the Stags to a 3-3
start in the MAAC season. While hitting .538 with
four RBI, a home run and three runs scored, he
also reached based at a .647 clip. Nathans did not
strike out in 13 at-bats, while walking three times
and being hit by a pitch. Nathans also extended
his hitting streak to seven games.
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Tennis teams start MAAC season: After weather
delayed the start of the men's and women's MAAC tennis seasons, the Stags started strong this weekend with a sweep of their
games at Siena.
In the matches, the men picked up a 5-2 victory, while the
women also won 5-2.
The men were led by sophomore Ryan Berthod, who defeated the reigning
MAAC Player of the Week, Jeremy Deuel of Siena, 2-6, 6-3, 7-5 in the first
singles match. He also teamed up with Chip Palumbo '09 to earn the only Stags'
doubles victory of the day.
Also picking up wins in singles were Glen Gannon '08, George Laffey '11,
Rob Ferrante '11 and Palumbo.
On the women's side, sophomore Paulina Rys picked up a win in the second
singles position after fellow sophomore Dana Postupack lost in the first singles
position. Postupack and Rys also lost in the No. 1 doubles spot.
Alyssa Ruiz '11, Lauren Bonanno '09 and Courtney Price '08 also secured
singles victories.
Both teams stumbled in non-conference losses to Hofstra on Sunday.
—Tom Cleary

Female Athlete of the Week
ATHLETE: Kristen Coleman 11
SPORT: Lacrosse
ACHIEVEMENT: Coleman was named the
MAAC Offensive Player of the Week for the
second time. She has earned an award in each of
the season's five weeks, including one defensive
player of the week award and two Rookie of the
Week awards. Coleman is leading the team in all
offensive categories, with 37 total points, tops in
the league and 25 goals, which is also the best in
the MAAC.

Intramural update:
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Are you tired of membership fees?
Automatic renewal fees?
Uncertified salespeople?
Old tanning bulbs?
StagCard

GREAT STUDENT RATES!
$

15.00
For 5 Tans
1871 Black Rock Tpk.
Fairfield 1203-367-8640
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Buy l Tan, Get 1 Tan Free
1871 Black Rock Tpk.
Fairfield I 203-367-8540
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1871 BLACK ROCK TPK I FAIRFIELD 1203-367-8540
(Shaw's Plaza Next to Soccer Post)

Softball and lacrosse start strong
BY DAN STANCZYK

As seasons change, so do intramural sports. Now that it is officially spring, intramural softball,
the most popular intramural sport,
is finally here.
Sunday marked opening day
for softball with the co-ed divisions
competing at Barlow Field in the
afternoon.
"I love how the start of the intramural softball season coincided
with opening day of the major
league baseball season," said Mike
Brooks '08.
Like many others, Brooks said
he does not consider whatever the
Red Sox and Athletics did in Japan
to be of any significance.
Baseball is America's game
and should be played on American
soil.
That being said, the intramural
softball season got off to a great
start, perhaps partly due to the intramural staff calling each team to
remind them of their games.
The sunny, low 40 degree day
certainly did not hurt either.
The day down at Barlow was a
fun-filled affair for guys and girls
alike.
A few teams showed up wearing the same color T-shirts, plenty
of girls wore high socks and players on both teams had no problem
sharing gloves with their oppanents.
The lack of fences provided
plenty of error-induced round trippers and infielders were on edge

every time the ball was hit to them
for fear of experiencing an ever
classic "Barlow hop."
One of the winning co-ed B
teams, Staff Infection, manned by
intramural staff members had an
impressive start, winning its first
game 21-4.
The day and night games on the
turf were a bit more competitive.
Alumni Field, normally a pitcher's
park, saw plenty of softballs take
off into orbit.
The fences in left and left center
had been brought in a little this year
because of the set up of the lacrosse
nets along the endzone — but all of
the home runs that were hit cleared
last year's fence as well.
Perhaps it was the new balls,
the cold air, or maybe teams are
juicing; the long ball is certainly
going to be a major factor this
season.
To date, it looks like the Sal
Ciacco Memorial All-Stars are the
team to beat in the men's A division.
While softball is the headliner,
there are also other Intramural
sports that have gotten underway
this spring.
Men's 7 on 7 lacrosse has become a staple of Thursday nights
on Alumni Field, arena football
is growing in popularity with its
exciting atmosphere on Monday
nights, and the dodgeball finals,
which will be played this week,
are expected to send the winning
team to a regional tournament in
New Haven.
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THE FLYING DISH COMMITS TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH

~ STAG CARDS WELCOME!

Energize your body with a Value-priced
all-natural meal starting as little as seven bucks.
Flying Dish Restaurant is a celebration of the world through food,
and now it's a celebration for Fairfield University students as well.
Please bring your active Fairfield U student ID card for dine in or take out, and receive 10% off
all of our menu items*, or place your express order online
with our Web-To-Go service at FlyingDish.com

Open Early+Open Late=Convenient
DON'T FORGET OUR
DINNER SPECIAL:

All-Natural Whole Rotisserie
Chicken Dinner w/ 2 Sides
SERVES UP TO 3 PERSONS

Fo

'AllShiffc

J^P off your
fl

Supporting education in the community & at Fairfield University
Breakfast * Brunch • Lunch • Dinner • Rotisserie & Express To Go • Happy Hour
1125 Post Road, Fairfield, CT 06824 Tel: 203.259.3500 www.flyingdish.com
* Excludes alcohol purchases

AMPLE PARKING FRONT & REAR
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L umeatour

1125 p
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Fairfield
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FairfielcTs fotherf baseball team
BY DAN STANCZYK

You may not have heard about
them because they are rarely on an
actual baseball diamond, but the
club baseball team truly exemplifies
what it means to play for the love of
the game.
"A lot of kids want to play
baseball while still being a full-time
student," said Dan Rogan '08. "I
think club sports are great because
they gives some of the students time
to enjoy the sport and still not feel
consumed with the sport."
The club baseball team has been
an association for the past four years
and officially became a club sport
last season. It participates in the New
England Club Baseball Association
(NECBA).
With only one baseball field on
Fairfield's campus, it is difficult for
the club team to get much use of it.
They are third in the pecking order
for field time. The varsity team gets
priority, followed by the Fairfield
Prep team.
"We rarely get on an actual baseball field. We get to play on the beach
softball field, but we sometimes get
kicked off and it is not an actual
baseball field. This limits our ability
to [hold] batting practice. Instead we
try and get to the batting cages to get
some swings in," said player-coach
Mike Ambrosio '08.
. In a sport where managing a
game is so important, the club baseball team has no coaches. Ambrosio,
who plays second base, and Matt

Lepley '08, a pitcher, are the team's
player-coaches.
Both Ambrosio
and Lepley make
in-game coaching
decisions by talking among themselves and a few
other teammates to
make sure that the
best decision for
the team is the one
that is made every
time.
"Lepley and
Ambrosio have
done a great job
over the last two
years," said Ryan
Corcoran '09, who
photo
will be a captain
Swinging away: Mike Ambrosio '08 serves as both
next year. "They
second baseman and co-coach of club baseball.
have different
styles, which comThose players will get to show
pliment each other, and they get the NECBA what they can do when
things done."
the season kicks off this Sunday at
"From starting teams and getting home against UConn. They will be
fields, money and practice places, at home again the following Sunday
the coaches deserve a lot of credit," against Sacred Heart.
said Rogan.
It is fairly easy to get involved
Last year, the NECBA com- with the club baseball team.
mittee voted Rogan to its All-Star
"We only practice a few times
game.
a week, arid we take the winter and
"Rogan is an all-around player. summer off," said Corcoran. "We
He pitches, plays a great first base also get to play intramural softball, a
and has a good bat," said Lepley. true showcase of talent, where groups
"He contributed a lot to us winning of friends from all grades come to
games, but there were other all-star together, all playing for pride."
caliber players that didn't get chosen
Whether it's baseball or softball
as a league all-star."
it's still for love of the game.
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Men's lacrosse awaits spark
CONTINUED FROM P.

20

offense, the team is still confident that a late season turnaround
is very possible.
"Team morale is still up," said Scanlon. "We've been
there to keep each other up, even after we lost four games.
We started off hot, and we know we can
be a very good team."
If such a turnaround is to occur, it
is likely that the play of a veteran defensive unit will be the much-awaited
spark.
"One thing we talked about this
week [at practice] was creating offensive
off of our defense," said Spencer. "We
are going to try to be more aggressive,
SPENCER
and try to set the tone on defense."
"I think that is a great way to help the offense gain confidence," said Spencer.
As for the offense, the Stags feel that an eight-goal effort
on the road with a makeshift group put together in practice
this week is promising.
Prior to the game against Vermont, Spencer continued to
adjust lineups on offense around midfielder Dan Boudreau '08
and attackman Brendan Finnerty '08 in an attempt to create
continuity on offense.
"When you are unproductive over time you have to
make changes, and we've done that," said Spencer. "We have
a new attack lineup, a new midfield lineup and we'll see how
it goes."
Another adjustment involved reinserting sophomore
goalkeeper Joe Marra into the starting lineup. Senior Jeff
Cilente started the previous two games against Penn State
and Hobart.
With upcoming home games against nationally ranked
Georgetown and Loyola, both of whom are currently at the
top of the ECAC standings, the Stags must hope for strong
defensive efforts to slow premier offenses.
With Scanlon and Atwell leading the way, that suits the
Stags just fine.
"We are 3-5, and we can salvage a very good season if
we work hard at it. We just have to keep that attitude," said
Spencer. "I think the guys are ready. We believe in this team
and we are going to keep at it."

Club hockey concludes banner year, looks to the future
has led to many schools to spend less money on sports that
do not record nearly as much revenue as the four major
Senior Ben Welch's game-winning goal over Fredosports: football, basketball, baseball and hockey.
nia State clinched Fairfield's first-ever berth in the ACHA
At Fairfield, the University funds 11 female sports as
National Tournament. Despite the team's success, the
compared to only nine male sports. Fairfield only funds
question still remains if it will lead to the
two of the four major sports.
team to the varsity level once again.
Fairfield also provides club sports
Club hockey, once a varsity sport, is
for students who are unable to participate
now part of Metropolitan Collegiate Hockey
at the varsity level.
Conference (MCHC). The school clinched
The school has 15 club sports.
These sports include men's and women's
a berth in the ACHA National Tournament,
hockey, men's and women's soccer,
after upsetting third-ranked Fredonia State,
3-2, in the second game of the ACHA Atlantic
men's and women's rugby, baseball, and
Regional Tournament.
men's volleyball.
Fairfield then faced Hope College in the
Fairfield is not the only school that
first game of the ACHA National Tournahas had to cut a varsity sport because
ment.
of lack of resources. Recently, Rutgers
The Stags lost the game 5-3, ending the
University had a similar problem.
team's run at a national championship, but
According to Steven Williamson
the season was a success and, for the past
of Rutgers' University newspaper The
Daily Targum, Rutgers cut six varsity
five years, the team has been competitive at
sports in the past year, including crew,
the club level.
Will the team regain its varsity status
men's swimming and diving, and men's
because of its recent success?
tennis.
The reason behind the decision
The players believe so and would like
Fairfieldhockey.net shifting Rutgers' sports from varsity to
to see the sport regain its varsity status some
Movin' on up: Ethan Finlay '09, Bob Voto '10 and Justin Eisner '08 celebrate a lastclub level was major budget cuts by the
day.
University. Over the summer, $66 mil"We had a varsity program five years season win against Yale and a banner year for Fairfield club hockey.
lion budget cuts were made, causing the
ago and they took it away," said forward Tom
Fanning '10. "A lot people feel that it was a mistake. The
Head Coach Marshall Richards has been the head University to take such actions.
Many schools create a club sport with the hope that
program was not run very well. We need a rink on campus coach for the past four seasons. He agreed with the idea
to attract players and more fans. Players and fans do not that the club level is perfect for the hockey as of right team success may ultimately lead to varsity status.
According to Braulio Perez of Washington State
want to drive about 15 minutes for a game when they can now.
have it on campus."
"Success is strictly for good sportsmanship, team play University's newspaper The Daily Evergreen, students
pushed for a women's club lacrosse team. In December
But the administration has expressed a different and to enjoy the sport at the club level," said Richards.
view.
The reason behind Fairfield University having limited 2007, the women got their team after it was approved by
"No [it will not become a varsity sport] because the resources for certain sports is because of NCAA regula- the executive board of the Rec Center.
The team is currently considered to be a club sport.
resources would not be there for the school and the team," tions specified in Title IX.
Many schools are experiencing similar cuts in order However, after a period of three years, the team may
said Athletic Director Gene Doris.
Doris said that the University was well behind other for the schools to spend an equal amount of funds on develop into a varsity team depending on its success.
"We don't have a set policy, but it should be looked
schools with their hockey program when it was at the female athletics as well as male athletics.
Many people have made the argument that Title IX at," said Doris.
varsity level. According to Doris, the University brought
BY CHRIS SURETTE

in a consulting group to research which sports would have
the most success and be the best fit for the school.
The club hockey program was a better fit for the
University's resources. The success was not a surprise to
the University as well.

Editor: Tom Cleary
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Seven straight for surging Stags
Women's lacrosse
edges Marist in
overtime thriller
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

The women's lacrosse team's seven-game winning
streak was given a scare Saturday against Marist, but
the Stags remained calm and won their second overtime game during the streak.
"It was a huge win for us," said Head Coach Beth
Loffredo. "It was nice to know that we could still be
very competitive in the MA AC, just like we are in our
out-of-conference games."
The tight game followed a
blowout win against Wagner in
which the Stags won 25-11.
Against Marist, the game
went back and forth throughout
and ended regulation tied at
eight a piece. Both the Stags
and Marist added two goals
during
the first overtime period,
LOFFREDO
sending the game into a doubleovertime.
But during the second overtime, freshman Kristen
Coleman won the draw control and scored an unassisted goal to give the Stags an 11-10 advantage and
the win.
"Definitely, in overtime, it shows we have the will
to win," said Loffredo.
Coleman finished the game with three assists and
two goals and leads the team in both categories, with 25
goals and 6 assists. Her 25 goals also led the MAAC.
Erin Rigby '10 also provided four goals in the
game. She is second on the team with 24 points and
18 goals.
Coleman was named the MAAC Offensive Player
of the Week while goalie Lauren Chatnik '09 was
named the MAAC Defensive Player of the Week.
Chatnik became the program's all-time leader in
wins with her 19th career win against Marist.
The Stags have won a weekly MAAC award every
week during the season.
"I think it's mostly our team's chemistry because
they do play together so well," said Loffredo. "It has
been nice that we've been getting awards and a lot of
different people have been receiving accolades. So
that's exciting."
The win streak has equaled the longest in program history.
"There's definitely more expected of them with
each win," said Loffredo. "We've expected it from the
beginning, but now that we are doing well. We want
to maintain it and keep doing well. I suppose there is
more pressure, but we've been handling the pressure
well so far."

Senior Madrak: A leader on and off the field
A team concept has been instrumental for the Stags'
success lately, and Madrak has helped foster that notion.
One of the reasons for the women's lacrosse team's hot
"Caroline is a very composed player," said White, who
start is the play of defensive stalwart Caroline Madrak '08, has also been named the MAAC Defensive Player of the
but it is hard to tell by looking at the stat sheet.
Week this season. "She remains focused and calm even
After losing its first game, the women's lacrosse team in the most pressured situations, and she keeps everyone
else on the field
has rattled off
poised and colseven consecutive wins.
lected as well.
She plays with
Madrak,
though, has
confidence and
not registered a
has a style that
other players
goal or an assist
in any of those
should try to
eight games. Inemulate."
The focus
stead, she does
that she displays
her work on the
on the field cardefensive side
ries over to her
of the field.
character off the
"Defensive
field.
players are the
silent heroes on
Madrak,
the field because
who hails from
California, is a
they do not almath major and
ways get the
somehow, even
recognition they
after crunching
deserve," said
midfielder Renumbers all day,
becca White '09.
still manages to
be a relaxed,
While the
irror File Photo carefree person.
object of the
Tmamathgame is to score Senior slash: Caroline Madrak '08 and a core of veteran players have led the Stags
lete and I like to
the most goals, to a program-best 7-1 start, including an overtime win over rival Marist.
hang out with
preventing the
other team from doing so is equally as important. Madrak, my friends," she said, "especially the ones who come to
a captain, is crucial to her team's success in that depart- my games."
ment.
Her math skills have translated to her favorite role as
"We tend to put Caroline on some of the other team's a team captain: calling the coin toss.
best attackers," said Head Coach Beth Loffredo. "Caroline
"I really like doing that. I'm five of seven, which is
has an intimidating defensive presence and is a great defen- pretty good I think," Madrak said. "Our team jokes that it's
because I'm a math major."
sive leader who impacts our team positively."
Madrak's teammates and coaches consider her a natuIf one looks at the stat sheet, it is apparent that Madrak
ral leader. She deflects attention away from herself and,
leads the team in one vital category: ground balls.
Ground balls seem to be a bit of an obscure stat to those instead, puts it on her team. She knows when to be a vocal
who do not follow lacrosse, but it is a stat that is often telling leader and when to lead by example.
"Even as a freshman and sophomore she showed
of both a team's success and a player's attitude.
"There is a 50-50 chance between you and your oppo- amazing leadership skills. She does a great job of keeping
nent for every ground ball, and Caroline does an excellent her teammates focused," said Loffredo, who played with
job of out-hustling and out-working her opponent to get Madrak for two seasons before graduating in 2006. "She
loose balls," said White. "Ground balls are key because it comes every day ready to play and improve."
While her playing days may soon be over, Madrak said
means possession for your team."
Madrak's efforts earned her MAAC Defensive Player she hopes that her leadership skills and love of lacrosse
of the Week honors in mid-March. It was the third time this will keep her in the game as long as possible, perhaps as a
year that a Stag earned the title, and Madrak was quick to coach someday. Surely her personality will suit her well if
point out that the awards are sometimes more about the she chooses to do so.
"Caroline lives the California lifestyle. She's laid-back,
teamthan the individual.
"I try to always play my best and support my team- friendly, funny and just loves lax," said White. "If you don't
mates," said Madrak. "Defense is not an individual effort. know her, you should really get to know her because you're
missing out otherwise."
We need everyone to work together to make it work.

BY DAN STANCZYK

The defense never rests:
BY KEITH CONNORS

"Losing is a habit, just like winning
is," said senior Matt Scanlon. "Once
you have, it is hard to break. It is never
easy."
A five-game losing streak is hard to
cope with for a team that was undefeated
and ranked 16th nationally mere weeks
ago in the United States Intercollegiate
Lacrosse Association (USILA) coaches'
poll.
It is even harder to handle when you
are a senior and the number of games on
the schedule slowly dwindle.
Above all, the greatest challenge
for Scanlon and fellow senior defenseman Chris Atwell is maintaining confi-

dence and composure.
As Head Coach Ted Spencer put
it, the challenge is "just looking for
answers."
Despite the recent adversity, the
senior class has maintained its poise and
earned a place as the heart and soul of
the men's lacrosse team,
A significant portion of that begins
on defense.
"The defense has been the core of
this team," said Spencer. "They have
been starting together for three years.
We have to feed off them. Hopefully,
if we play animated on the [defensive]
end, the offense will respond."
It may not have been a positive
outcome, but the start of an offensive

Stags look to veterans Atwell, Scanlon to spark
men's lacrosse down the stretch
response began on Tuesday afternoon.
While the team lost to Vermont,
9-8, in an out-of-conference game, it
was Fairfield's strongest showing on
offense recently.
The Stags' eight goals against the
Catamounts is the highest total for the
team since a 9-8 loss at Bucknell.
Collectively, the Stags' offense had
only mustered nine goals in its three
previous games.
"We were looking to go up to Vermont and get ourselves back on the right
track," said Atwell. "But, we [still] have
a big game against Georgetown."
Despite a multitude of changes on
SEE "MEN'S" ON P.
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Falling behind: Matt Scanlon '08, above, and the Stags
lost to Hobart on Saturday and Vermont on Tuesday.

